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Professor Leonard K CHENG
President
Chair Professor of Economics
BSocSc (CUHK); MA, PhD (University of California, Berkeley)

The Only Full-time International Banking and Finance 
Master Programme in Hong Kong

Message from the President

Last year, Lingnan University celebrated its 130th anniversary of establishment in 
Guangzhou.  Since its founding in Guangzhou in 1889, Lingnan has nurtured 
generations of talented graduates.  

As the liberal arts university in Hong Kong, Lingnan aspires to excel in teaching, 
research and community engagement.  We are committed to providing students with 
the best and most unique education experience, characterised by close student-sta� 
relationship, a vibrant residential campus; active community engagement and 
multifarious workplace experience. We aim to imbue our students with attributes 
such as a broad horizon, critical and creative thinking, sound moral judgment, a sense 
of responsibility and care for others. These qualities have become more valuable than 
ever in today’s increasingly complex society, shaped by rapid globalisation and 
technological advancement.
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The Master of Science in International Banking and Finance (MIBF) programme is an 
example of our commitment to serve the local and international community. The 
major objective of this programme is to provide a broad-based set of 
problem-solving skills especially useful for those who are holding or anticipating 
positions as managers, �nancial analysts or economists in the banking and �nance 
industry, big multinational corporations, government agencies and international 
organizations. The MIBF programme is distinctive in Hong Kong in that its 
internationally-oriented curriculum covers not only the core areas in banking, �nance 
and economics, but also related topics in accounting, regulations, Fintech and so on.
 
Evidence indicates that the programme has generally achieved its aim. According to 
the recent MIBF graduate surveys, about 90% of its graduates agree that the 
programme is helpful or extremely helpful in their career advancement. I am also 
glad to learn that virtually all surveyed graduates rate the overall programme quality 
as good or excellent.
  
If you wish to build a bright career in the �nancial services sector, you need to equip 
yourselves properly and adequately for today’s complex and ever-changing 
challenges.  Our MIBF Programme would be a good choice for you as it provides you 
with the crucial training to turn challenges into opportunities.  

I sincerely invite you to consider our MIBF Programme and look forward to 
welcoming you into our big family at Lingnan.

Prof. Leonard K CHENG
President, Lingnan University
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We are excited to introduce you to this distinctive Master of Science in International 
Banking and Finance (MIBF) Programme, hosted by the Economics Department of 
Lingnan University.  Let us give you 10 strong reasons why this programme deserves 
your serious consideration:

1. A strong host department: the Economics Department of Lingnan is ranked  
 third* in Hong Kong in terms of top research output and ranked �fth among  
 all economic research institutions in China** ;
2. A broad-based and internationally oriented programme curriculum  
 that strikes a balance between theoretical and practical knowledge;
3.  Excellent quality and satisfaction;
4. A dynamic mix of students with international cultures and experiences;
5.  Over HK$1 million of scholarships and tuition waivers for outstanding local  
 and non-local students;
6. Good opportunities for placement and further studies;
7.  Subsidised local and overseas internships;
8.  Double-master programmes with reputable Overseas Institutions in France,  
 Spain, Switzerland and UK;
9. Intensive summer refresher courses for those students who come from diverse  
 background;
10. Sponsored overseas study tours to �nancial centers in Asia and Europe.

Professor LIN Ping
Head, Department of Economics
Programme Director, MIBF Programme
Director, Centre for Competition Policy and Regulation
BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.); 
PhD (Minnesota)

Message from the Programme Directors
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The details of aforementioned reasons are presented in the following sections for 
your consideration.

Last but not least, MIBF students now have the opportunity to earn the MIBF degree 
and another master’s degree from a reputable European University (ESSCA in France, 
UAB in Spain, University of Leicester in the UK or HSLU-W in Switzerland) with merely 
1.5 - 2 years of school time. This is a fantastic option for those students who want to 
broaden their �eld of expertise and acquire international learning experience in 
Europe.In summary, we sincerely recommend this programme to you if you are 
serious in studying international banking and �nance for a promising career in the 
industry or for advancing to a higher degree.  

*The top three Economics Departments in terms of 4-star research output in the 
2014 Research Assessment Exercise are Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology, University of Hong Kong and Lingnan University respectively.

**YU Xiaohua and GAO Zhifeng (2010). An updated ranking of the economic 
research institutions in China. China Economic Review, 21, 579.

Professor Kent LAI
Managing Director, MIBF Programme,
Department of Economics
Associate Director and Adjunct Associate Professor of Teaching, 
School of Graduate Studies
BSc, PhD (Arizona State); FHKSI
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The Economics Departments in Hong Kong, Lingnan is ranked third* among all 
Economics Departments in Hong Kong in terms of 4-star (the highest world-leading 
quality) research output in the 2014 Research Assessment Exercise conducted by the 
Hong Kong Research Grant Council.

According to a study published in the China Economic Review**, Lingnan University 
is ranked �fth among all economic research institutions in China (including Mainland, 
Hong Kong and Macau) in the period 2005 – 2009 based on the publications in top 50 
economics journals in terms of the impact-factor-adjusted pages (ARPG). ARPG is a 
popular comprehensive measure that re�ects both the quantity and the quality of 
institutions’ publications. Actually, Lingnan would rank even higher based on some 
other measures such as publications per head due to its relatively small size of the 
Economics Department.     

*The top three Economics Departments in terms of 4-star research output in the 2014 
Research Assessment Exercise are Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 
University of Hong Kong and Lingnan University respectively.

**YU Xiaohua and GAO Zhifeng (2010). An updated ranking of the economic research 
institutions in China. China Economic Review, 21, 579.

A Strong Host Department
The Economics Department of Lingnan is Ranked Third* in Hong Kong in 
Terms of Top Research Output and Ranked Fifth** Among All Economic 
Research Institutions in China 



Department of Economics Staff Profile 
– Teaching MIBF courses

LIN Ping, BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.); PhD (Minnesota)
 Head of Department
 Professor
 Director, Centre for Competition Policy and Regulation
 Programme Director, Master of Science in International Banking and Finance  
 Programme

LAI Wan-lung, Kent, BSc, PhD (Arizona State); FHKSI
 Managing Director, Master of Science in International Banking and Finance  
 Programme
 Adjunct Associate Professor of Teaching, School of   Graduate Studies

FAN Cheng-ze, Simon, BSc, MSc (Xiamen); MA, PhD (Brown)
 Professor

WONG Chi-leung, Adam, BSocSci, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (UBC)
 Associate Professor

ZHANG Tianle, BSc (Zhongshan); MSc (HKUST); PhD (Colorado)
 Associate Professor

LIU Sibo, BA (Jiaotong, Xi'an); MA (China Univ. of Pol. Sc. & Law); MPhil (LU); PhD (HKU)      
 Assistant Professor

WHITTEN Gregory William, BA, MA (Wisconsin-Milwaukee); MSc (Wisconsin-Madison); 
PhD (Pittsburgh)
 Assistant Professor

WANG Yonglin, Laura, BSc (SHNU); MSc (LU); Mphil (LU); PhD (NUS)
 Research Assistant Professor

WONG Wai-chung, Gary, BSocSc, MPhil (LU); MSc (CUHK); PhD (LU)
 Senior Lecturer
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A Broad-Based and Internationally 
Oriented Programme Curriculum

Graduate Attributes

The main thrust of the programme lies in its design as a broad-based and 
internationally oriented programme that is tuned into the fast-changing world of 
international banking and �nance. In particular, the programme covers a wide range 
of topics such as Corporate Finance, International Macroeconomics, International 
Money and Finance, International Trade, Investment, Multinational Financial 
Management, Financial Econometrics, Management of Banks and Financial 
Institutions, Derivatives, Credit Risk Management, Fixed-Income Securities, 
Globalization, Accounting, Business Valuation, Financial Statement Analysis, 
Development of International Financial Centres, Regulations and Compliance and 
Behavioural Finance. The design of the programme aims to strike a balance between 
theoretical and practical knowledge, cover both local and international needs and 
concerns, and give due attention to professional banking and general �nance and 
economics.

To ensure that our programme will not only have high academic standing but also 
good professional recognition, we have invited eminent �gures in the banking and 
�nance industry and leading academics to serve as advisors for the programme.

On completion of the programme, graduates should be able to:
 

1. Have a strong sense of professional ethics and global citizenship, understand  
 the legal and regulatory environment governing the banking and �nance  
 industry; 
2. Possess the latest theoretical and applied knowledge in international banking  
 and �nance such as resources allocation and capital budgeting, moral hazard  
 and agency problem, asset valuation and arbitrage, risk assessment and  
 management, pricing and using of derivatives, �nancial intermediation,  
 securitization, exchange rate determination and forecast, international  
 monetary arrangement, economic and �nancial integration;
3. Demonstrate good communications and teamwork skills; capable of working  
 e�ectively as professionals in the banking and �nance industry and related  
 government or international organisations; 
4. Apply critical thinking and problem solving skills to become e�ective decision  
 makers; and
5. Master analytical and quantitative tools as well as key concepts and theories  
 to pursue research degrees in the economics and �nance areas.
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Programme Structure

List of Courses

At least 1 course from each of the 5 core clusters

+ Any 5 elective courses (the extra course taken from the same cluster will be counted 
as an elective course)

Corporate Finance Cluster IBF502 and / or IBF603

Financial Institutions Cluster
IBF504 and / or IBF615 and / or IBF622International Cluster

IBF505 and / or IBF617Investment Cluster
IBF606 and / or IBF611 and / or IBF616

Quantitative Cluster IBF604 and / or IBF618 and / or IBF623

IBF502  Corporate Finance
IBF504  International Macroeconomics#

IBF505  Investment Theory and Applications
IBF601  Microeconomics of Banking
IBF602  Derivatives and Risk Management
IBF603  Multinational Financial Management
IBF604  Financial Econometrics I
IBF605  Business Valuation and Financial Statement Analysis
IBF606  Financial Institutions on the Chinese Mainland and in Hong Kong
IBF611  Management of Banks and Financial Institutions
IBF612  Professional Issues in Banking and Finance
IBF614  Fixed-Income Securities
IBF615  International Money and Finance#

IBF616  Comparative Development of International Financial Centres
IBF617  Global Investment
IBF618  Financial Econometrics II IBF619  Accounting for Financial Professionals
IBF620  Legal Issues in the Regulation and Compliance of Financial and Banking Institutions 
IBF621  Behavioural Finance
IBF622  International Trade & Its Financing
IBF623  Quantitative Methods for Finance and Economics
IBF624  Fintech Trends and Challenges 
IBF625 Regional Study of a Financial Center in the East^

IBF626 Regional Study of a Financial Center in the West^

IBF627 Practical Cases in Banking and Finance

Usually about 20 courses are o�ered in one year but subject to change.  
# Students are not allowed to take both IBF504 and IBF615 for credits. 
^ Students are not allowed to take both IBF625 and IBF626 for credits
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Balance between Theoretical and 
Practical Knowledge
The programme regularly invites eminent scholars and experts from a wide range of 
organizations and overseas universities to deliver guest lectures on the topics 
especially related to economics and �nance �elds. For example, the following career 
coaching programme and guest lectures were given in recent years:

MIBF jobEX – “CV Worksop”, “CV Feedback Session and Career Prospect Workshop”, 
“Cover letter Workshop and Career Prospect Feedback Sessions” and “Cover Letter 
Feedback Session” by professional consultant of Fundamentum Limited

“Mentorship Program” organized by MIBF.

Career Coaching Programme

HKSI Career Talk – “HKSI Institute Member’s Sharing” by Ms. Alison CHEUNG, Fellow 
Member and Outreach Committee member of HKSI Institute

CFP Career Talk – “A thriving and rewarding career begins in Financial Planning” by Ms. 
Ann TSUI, Senior Manager, Education Development Department, The Institute of 
Financial Planners of Hong Kong (IFPHK)

CFA Career Talk – “The CFA Charter” by Ms. Florence WONG, University Relations 
Manager, Asia Paci�c, CFA Institute

“Bloomberg Terminal Demonstration and Training Workshops (Beginner’s Level)”, 
organized by Bloomberg and supported by MIBF

Seminars “Hong Kong Housing Market I&II” by Dr. Gary WONG, Seminar Lecturer, 
Department of Economics, Lingnan University

Career Seminar “Establishing Your Future in the Finance Sector” by Mr. Vincent 
CHANG, Professional Accountant by Training and Director of the Hong Kong Private 
Equity Finance Association

Guest Lectures and Seminars
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“FinTech Evolving Ecosystems and Di�ering Regulatory Response from China, Europe, 
and U.S.” by Mr. Robert B. OEHLER, Principal of Burritt Advisory Services

“Brokerage Operation Process (Parts I, II & III)” by Dr. Aaron CHOI, Seasoned 
Professional in Investment Banking

“Private Banking and Wealth Management (Parts I, II & III)” by Ms. Freda SZE, Former 
Director at Hong Kong Securities and Investment Institute, Managing Director and 
Team Head at a Global Private Bank

“Startup Financing – An Entrepreneur’s Perspective (Parts I & II)” by Dr. Wilson CHENG, 
Founder & CEO of Unbounded Learning Inc., Seasoned Venture Capitalist, and 
Founding Member of Chinese Investment Club

“Private Equity (Parts I & II)” by Mr. Danny L. LEE, Partner of Blue Pool Capital

“Financial Regulation in the 21st Century” by Dr. Anthony NEOH, QC, SC, JP, Former 
Chief Advisor of China Securities Regulatory Commission and Former Chairman of 
Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission

“Investment Banking (Parts I, II & III) by Mr. Raymond SO, Seasoned Investment Banker

“FinTech in Commercial Banking” by Mr. Raymond CHAN, Managing Director, 9F 
International Businesses, Jiufu Financial Information Service Limited

“Open Banking – The Future? Customer Becomes the Driver?” by Mr. Robert B. 
OEHLER, Principal of Burritt Advisory Services

“Recent Regulatory Changes in respect of IPOs” by Mr. John Martin MAGUIRE, Partner 
of Nixon Peabody CWL, Deputy Chair of SFC Takeovers and Mergers Panel, and 
Member of HKEx Listing Committee
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A Dynamic Mix of Students with 
International Cultures and Experiences 

We strive to maintain a dynamic international student mix. Over the past few years, we 
have students from around the world such as Austria, Australia, Canada, Columbia, France, 
Ireland, Italy, Mexico, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, Thailand, USA, United Kingdom, Vietnam 
and Mainland China. Last year, about 20% of the MIBF students came from overseas.
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Overseas Study Tours

Singapore
MIBF students and sta� members are 
encouraged to participate in the Singapore 
study tour, which features activities like 
Introduction to Singapore Financial and 
Economic Development at the Nanyang 
Technological University, visits to various 
organizations (including Monetary Authority of 
Singapore, Singapore Reginal Training 
Institute, Singapore Stock Exchange, an 
overview of Islamic Finance, sight-seeing, and 
post-tour assessment). Students are able to 
widen their horizons on the study environment 
and business development in the �nancial 
centres, and to observe real life business 
operations. With an integration of theoretical 
knowledge and practical business applications, 
the study tours are valuable learning 
experience for students.

Switzerland
Another subsidized overseas study tour for 
MIBF students is Switzerland Study Tour. The 
study tour, with a duration of one week, o�ers 
the opportunity for students to explore the 
commercial banking and retail banking and 
visit di�erent FinTech and private banks in 
Switzerland. Talking with business experts in 
Switzerland gives students di�erent 
perspectives in comparing the business 
development between east and west.
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Over HK$1 Million of Subsidies in Scholarships, 
Tuition Waivers, Assistantships and etc.
In order to attract top talents, each year the programme o�ers over HK$1 million of 
subsidies in scholarships, tuition waivers, assistantships, and etc. to outstanding local 
and non-local students. 

1. Entrance Scholarship
Maximum several full scholarships (including a full tuition waiver of HK$110,000 for local 
students and HK$175,000 for non-local students, plus a stipend of HK$50,000) will be 
o�ered each year for the best candidates. All students admitted to the programme will 
be automatically quali�ed for the award of scholarships. 

2. Wu Ho Loo Ning Scholarship 
Wu Yee Sun Charitable Foundation Limited donated an endowment fund of 
HK$1,000,000 to award annual scholarship(s) of HK$20,000 each to a postgraduate 
student in the �eld of international banking and/or �nance in each year. 

3. Anthony Neoh Scholarship
With the generous donation of Mr. Anthony Neoh in 2010/11 to Lingnan University, the 
“Anthony Neoh Scholarship” was established. Since then Mr. Neoh continued his 
support to the Scholarship by making a donation of HK$10,000 every year.

3. Refresher Course Scholarships
Refresher course scholarships will be o�ered to �ve students who have achieve 
excellent performance in the refresher courses.

4. Performance Scholarships
The MIBF program has established a performance scholarship to reward outstanding 
students who achieve the highest GPA throughout the academic year. The amount of 
the scholarship is up to HK30,000 each.

5. CFA Scholarships
Reimbursement of CFA examination fee will be based upon successfully passing one 
level of CFA examination within 6 months from graduation.

Scholarships 
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1. Non-means Tested Loan Scheme 
2. Continuing Education Fund 

Financial Assistance 
(For local students only)

Some part-time research 
assistantships are o�ered for all 
students of this programme to apply. 
Additional assistantships are available 
to quali�ed local students.

Research Assistantships 
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The programme has been providing generous �nancial support to those students 
participating in internships with no or nominal remuneration.  The maximum 
allowances per intern are $9,000 and $30,000 for local and overseas internships 
respectively.  Since 2015, we subsidised several students to intern at an international 
organization in Geneva, Switzerland and in Ontario, Canada.

This has been a great scheme that both the internship providers and the interns were 
very satis�ed with the internship experience.  Due to their great performance, some 
interns were invited to stay after the internship as regular sta�.

“I was very excited to be 
selected to intern at Ottawa 
o�ce in IISD. During the 
internship, we cooperated 
with international team and 
discussed about problems 
encountered in project with 
colleagues from Geneva and 
Beijing o�ces through 
remote meeting. It’s really an 
unforgettable experience 
with a diversifying working 
environment. This internship 
was a valuable NGO 
exposure that broadened my 
horizon and improved my 
research skills.”

Ms JIANG Yuanzhen, Becky
Assistant Manager, 
VBG Capital Limited, 
Hong Kong

“There were many job 
opportunities and internships 
available when the graduation 
is around the corner. I was 
lucky to have a chance to go 
to Geneva to work with 
lovely team members of IISD 
with the help of MIBF 
program. I was able to make 
valuable contributions to a 
large project in green public 
procurement in China, where 
I gained a good understanding 
of the current procurement 
policy frameworks and helped 
identify ways to improve 
them.”

Ms DU Yingzhe, Albee
Relationship Manager, 
China Citic Bank International, 
Hong Kong

“The constant support I 
received from the 
Programme, from initially an 
entrance scholarship, to the 
opportunity to join an 
industry professional 
association, and later the 
provisional for participating 
in the internship at IISD in 
Geneva – Switzerland, are 
the things that I deeply 
appreciate and will never 
forget.”

Mr Andres CUELLAR ILLERA
Financial Executive, 
TATA Consulting Services,
India

Subsidised Local and Overseas 
Internships
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Good Opportunities for Placement 

Overall, graduates from the 
programme have good job 
opportunities in the banking and 
�nance industry. Majority of our 
graduates have landed jobs in sound 
organizations such as:

Graduates’ Sharing 
“Although one year master’s study is not very long, it brings me lots of 
practical knowledge which helps me so much in seeking jobs. I am now 
working for the world’s largest currency brokerage �rm — Tullett Prebon 
that serve commercial and investment banks’ money transactions. What I 
learned from MIBF Programme is closely related to my job and makes my 
work more e�ective and e�cient.”

Mr Morris LIN, 2015/16 Graduate
Broker, Tullett Prebon, Hong Kong

Graduates’ Sharing 
“Although one year master’s study is not very long, it brings me lots of 
practical knowledge which helps me so much in seeking jobs. I am now 
working for the world’s largest currency brokerage �rm — Tullett Prebon 
that serve commercial and investment banks’ money transactions. What I 
learned from MIBF Programme is closely related to my job and makes my 
work more e�ective and e�cient.”

Mr Morris LIN, 2015/16 Graduate
Broker, Tullett Prebon, Hong Kong

“The programme o�ers extra short-term courses in order to enhance 
students’ know-how and competitiveness, it also collaborates with outside 
�nancial institutions to provide students with networking opportunities, 
which in my humble opinion are very important for our future careers. 
Moreover, most of the courses facilitate students’ preparation for professional 
quali�cation examinations, including CFA, CFP, AHKIB, and HKSI LE Paper.”

Mr King WONG, 2015/16 Graduate
Market Integrity Compliance Analyst,  BNP Paribas, Hong Kong

“The programme o�ers extra short-term courses in order to enhance 
students’ know-how and competitiveness, it also collaborates with outside 
�nancial institutions to provide students with networking opportunities, 
which in my humble opinion are very important for our future careers. 
Moreover, most of the courses facilitate students’ preparation for professional 
quali�cation examinations, including CFA, CFP, AHKIB, and HKSI LE Paper.

Mr King WONG, 2015/16 Graduate
Market Integrity Compliance Analyst,  BNP Paribas, Hong Kong

“I’m working in Essence Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited, mainly in 
charge of the valuation, administration and performance review of mutual 
fund, private equity fund and structured products. I passed CFA level III 
before I started working in this company. The master’s degree and CFA 
examination alone cannot ensure you a good job, however, motivation and 
eagerness to learn can always shape you a more competitive person in the 
market.”

Ms Sophia YANG, 2012/13 Graduate 
Essence Asset Management Limited, Hong Kong

“I’m working in Essence Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited, mainly in 
charge of the valuation, administration and performance review of mutual 
fund, private equity fund and structured products. I passed CFA level III 
before I started working in this company. The master’s degree and CFA 
examination alone cannot ensure you a good job, however, motivation and 
eagerness to learn can always shape you a more competitive person in the 
market.”

Ms Sophia YANG, 2012/13 Graduate 
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“What I really liked about studying at Lingnan, and what I ultimately 
bene�ted from, was the pragmatic teaching approach of �nancial industry 
specialists. The industry insights I gained from my professors are more than 
helpful in my current position as a real estate M&A analyst at JLL in Frankfurt. 
In my day-to-day tasks I bene�t from practical skills in �nancial statement 
analysis and valuation techniques, which I was able to acquire during my 
time at Lingnan.”

Mr Michael EDER, 2014/15 Graduate
Corporate Finance Analyst, Erste Group, Germany

“Lingnan's MIBF Programme is an excellent programme for students that 
have passion in the �nancial services industry.  It o�ers both fundamental 
courses and industry-practical training. Besides the �nancial courses, the 
programme also teaches the big picture to its students in the advanced 
economic lectures.”

Mr Peter CHEN, 2008/09 Graduate 
Chairman and CEO, AJ Securities Limited, Hong Kong

"The program helped me understand more clearly the complex 
interconnectedness of each market, thanks to renowned professors from 
around the world. Their �eld experience and teaching methods have 
equipped us with practical information to gain a competitive edge in the job 
market.  As a commercial banker at Desjardins Entreprises Estrie in Canada, I 
work with companies and entrepreneurs that are a�ected directly or 
indirectly by international markets on a daily basis. Having an excellent 
understanding of these �nancial concepts has allowed me to excel at my job 
as a banker for my clients."

Ms Nora KHAN, 2015/16 Graduate
Commercial Account Manager, Desjardins Entreprises Estrie (a Quebec 
cooperative bank), Canada

"The program helped me understand more clearly the complex 
interconnectedness of each market, thanks to renowned professors from 
around the world. Their �eld experience and teaching methods have 
equipped us with practical information to gain a competitive edge in the job 
market.  As a commercial banker at Desjardins Entreprises Estrie in Canada, I 
work with companies and entrepreneurs that are a�ected directly or 
indirectly by international markets on a daily basis. Having an excellent 
understanding of these �nancial concepts has allowed me to excel at my job 
as a banker for my clients."

I have more than 3 years of professional working experience in banking and 
consulting and I didn't think that master's degree could challenge me. Gladly 
I was wrong.

MIBF Programme gives signi�cant academic enhancements to my academic 
knowledge and business skills. If you are considering taking a CFA exam, this 
programme is an excellent opportunity to get valuable training and tips 
from chartered holders. In general, education at Lingnan University, where 
high level of ethical standards correlates with forward-thinking culture, puts 
me into a higher orbit of personal and professional development.

Mr Oleksii NASIEDKIN, 2014/15 Graduate 
Finance Senior Analyst Revenue O�cer, Airbnb, Ireland

I have more than 3 years of professional working experience in banking and 
consulting and I didn't think that master's degree could challenge me. Gladly 
I was wrong.

MIBF Programme gives signi�cant academic enhancements to my academic 
knowledge and business skills. If you are considering taking a CFA exam, this 
programme is an excellent opportunity to get valuable training and tips 
from chartered holders. In general, education at Lingnan University, where 
high level of ethical standards correlates with forward-thinking culture, puts 
me into a higher orbit of personal and professional development.

“Lingnan's MIBF Programme is an excellent programme for students that 
have passion in the �nancial services industry.  It o�ers both fundamental 
courses and industry-practical training. Besides the �nancial courses, the 
programme also teaches the big picture to its students in the advanced 
economic lectures.”

Mr Peter CHEN, 2008/09 Graduate 
Chairman and CEO, AJ Securities Limited, Hong Kong

“What I really liked about studying at Lingnan, and what I ultimately 
bene�ted from, was the pragmatic teaching approach of �nancial industry 
specialists. The industry insights I gained from my professors are more than 
helpful in my current position as a real estate M&A analyst at JLL in Frankfurt. 
In my day-to-day tasks I bene�t from practical skills in �nancial statement 
analysis and valuation techniques, which I was able to acquire during my 
time at Lingnan.”

Mr Michael EDER, 2014/15 Graduate
Corporate Finance Analyst, Erste Group, Germany
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Good Opportunities for Further Studies

Those graduates who decided to continue their studies went on to pursue PhD or MPhil 
at top overseas and local universities such as:

I am truly grateful to MIBF programme for o�ering me systematic 
and rigorous training in �nancial and economic theories, a solid 
foundation in statistical analysis, and most importantly, the ability 
to leverage the knowledge in multitude of �nancial disciplines. I am 
deeply impressed by the lecturers who were always devoted to 
imparting their wealth of knowledge and were generous in sharing 
personalised career advice. My study would not have been 
completed without their consistent mentoring, unparalleled 
knowledge, continual encouragement, and sel�ess dedication.

Moreover, MIBF provided me with the opportunity to get 
acquainted with my classmates and alumni whose placements 
range from academia, investment �rms, banks, insurance 
companies, regulatory agencies, asset management, etc. They are 
more than happy to share their advice in all aspects of both 
academic and career development.

Lastly, I was equipped with improved presentation and 
technological skills, better time management ability, and 
consolidated quantitative reasoning when I graduated from MIBF. 
The knowledge, trainings, social and academic network 
accumulated from MIBF programme enabled me to embark on my 
journey of research in the �rst place.

Ms. WANG Yonglin, Laura, 2008/09 Graduate
PhD (National University of Singapore), Research Assistant 
Professor, Lingnan University

I am truly grateful to MIBF programme for o�ering me systematic 
and rigorous training in �nancial and economic theories, a solid 
foundation in statistical analysis, and most importantly, the ability 
to leverage the knowledge in multitude of �nancial disciplines. I am 
deeply impressed by the lecturers who were always devoted to 
imparting their wealth of knowledge and were generous in sharing 
personalised career advice. My study would not have been 
completed without their consistent mentoring, unparalleled 
knowledge, continual encouragement, and sel�ess dedication.

Moreover, MIBF provided me with the opportunity to get 
acquainted with my classmates and alumni whose placements 
range from academia, investment �rms, banks, insurance 

Graduates’ Sharing 
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Intensive Refresher Courses for 
Students from Diverse Backgrounds
For those students who did not major in economics and �nance at the undergraduate level, we 
provide (at extra fees) pre-programme intensive summer refresher courses to cover three 
essential subjects, namely Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, and Financial Management.

List of Refresher Courses

Views from Graduate

IBF002 Microeconomics
IBF003 Macroeconomics
IBF005 Mathematics and Statistics for Finance
IBF006 Financial Management

“As a computer science major, enrolling in a banking and �nance-related master’s 
degree is usually not possible. But Lingnan University’s MIBF Programme 
provided the opportunity to me. The programme provides four useful refresher 
courses to those students who do not have a relevant background for studying 
economics and �nance at the graduate level. This eases the transition for an 
incoming student like me, who might otherwise struggle in some courses which 
feature unfamiliar material.”

Mr. CHOW Yu Hang
Senior Java Developer, Desato Asia Limited, Hong Kong
Major in Bachelor Degree: Computer Science, HKUST

Views from Graduate
“As a computer science major, enrolling in a banking and �nance-related master’s 
degree is usually not possible. But Lingnan University’s MIBF Programme 
provided the opportunity to me. The programme provides four useful refresher 
courses to those students who do not have a relevant background for studying 
economics and �nance at the graduate level. This eases the transition for an 
incoming student like me, who might otherwise struggle in some courses which 
feature unfamiliar material.”

Mr. CHOW Yu Hang
Senior Java Developer, Desato Asia Limited, Hong Kong

“For a student with limited background in economics and �nance, refresher 
course o�ers a great help to build an essential foundation for your upcoming 
MIBF studies. Intense and fast paced, the course provides a clear learning 
structure starting from very basics, giving you a broad understanding of 
economics and �nance principles. If you wish to be successful and productive in 
your �nance studies, refresher course is worthwhile taking.”

Ms. Kseniia DEGTIAREVA
Major in Bachelor Degree: Business Chinese

“For a student with limited background in economics and �nance, refresher 
course o�ers a great help to build an essential foundation for your upcoming 
MIBF studies. Intense and fast paced, the course provides a clear learning 
structure starting from very basics, giving you a broad understanding of 
economics and �nance principles. If you wish to be successful and productive in 
your �nance studies, refresher course is worthwhile taking.”

Ms. Kseniia DEGTIAREVA

“I am thankful for the great opportunity to join the MIBF program at Lingnan. The 
refresher courses are very useful, especially for those who change their major. As 
I studied Mathematics and Applied Mathematics in my Bachelor Degree, the 
refresher courses are the good foundation for me to go further in learning 
economics and �nance in MIBF programme. The refresher courses are practical 
and well-established. I am grateful to be well acquainted with them.”

Mr. CHEN Jibiao
Major in Bachelor Degree: Mathematics and Applied Mathematics

Major in Bachelor Degree: Business ChineseMajor in Bachelor Degree: Business Chinese

“I am thankful for the great opportunity to join the MIBF program at Lingnan. The “I am thankful for the great opportunity to join the MIBF program at Lingnan. The 
refresher courses are very useful, especially for those who change their major. As 
I studied Mathematics and Applied Mathematics in my Bachelor Degree, the 
refresher courses are the good foundation for me to go further in learning 
economics and �nance in MIBF programme. The refresher courses are practical 
and well-established. I am grateful to be well acquainted with them.”

Mr. CHEN Jibiao
Major in Bachelor Degree: Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
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Double-Master Programmes: 
Opportunities to Study and Earn an Additional 
Master’s Degree Overseas
MIBF students have the opportunity to obtain two master’s degrees with one of our 
double-degree options from the following institutions:

Our partner institiutions will conduct all courses for the above double-master programmes in 
English.

Country University
France École Supérieure des Sciences 

Commerciales d’Angers (ESSCA)

Spain Autonomous University of Barcelona 
(Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, UAB) 

United Kingdom University of Leicester

Switzerland Lucerne University of 
Applied Sciences and Arts (HSLU-W)

Master’s Degree
Master in Corporate Finance 
Management / Master in Banking 
and Financial Engineering

Master of Research in 
Economic Analysis
MSc. in Finance / MSc. in Banking 
and International Finance
MSc. in Banking and Finance

A Chat with Double Master Exchange Graduates / Students
Outbound Exchange

1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in ESSCA?
This Double Master Programme provided a valuable opportunity for me to 
concentrate on the Financial Engineering major and enhanced my 
professional skills in the �eld of quantitative �nance. This oversea learning 
experience is a good complement to the Master of International Banking and 
Finance Programme. In addition, this is a good chance for me to enjoy the 
culture and ambrosia of France and other European countries.

2. What sort of learning experience has ESSCA o�ered you? 
One of the most valuable training o�ered by ESSCA is Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in the 
disciplines of automating excel processing, �nancial modeling, derivative pricing, and corporate 
valuation. From my perspective, VBA programming language is a very powerful tool for �nancial 
practitioners and thus can improve their professional competitive advantage. Moreover, ESSCA 
assigned a distinguished supervisor to me to guide my Master thesis, and this thesis became the basis 
for my further studies in this research �eld. In addition, ESSCA would o�er two French courses for 
foreign students. These courses would be good training for students who are eager to work in Europe.

3. What are your aspirations for the future?
My aspirations for the future is to become a scholar in the research �eld of my Master thesis at ESSCA. 
Nevertheless, for students who target to enter the �nancial industry and engage in quantitative 
work, this oversea learning experience will provide a good bonus mark. “Life is like a box of 
chocolates, you never know what you’re gonna get.” C’est la vie. Predicting the future direction of 
individual careers is relatively di�cult, but leading and robust skills will put you in an active 
professional position.

Mr. WANG Dong, 2016/17 Graduate

A Chat with Double Master Exchange Graduates / Students
Outbound Exchange

1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in ESSCA?
This Double Master Programme provided a valuable opportunity for me to 
concentrate on the Financial Engineering major and enhanced my 
professional skills in the �eld of quantitative �nance. This oversea learning 
experience is a good complement to the Master of International Banking and 
Finance Programme. In addition, this is a good chance for me to enjoy the 
culture and ambrosia of France and other European countries.

2. What sort of learning experience has ESSCA o�ered you? 
One of the most valuable training o�ered by ESSCA is Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in the 
disciplines of automating excel processing, �nancial modeling, derivative pricing, and corporate 
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Inbound Exchange
1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in Lingnan University?
Having chosen the MIBF programme based on previous experiences, it was a 
worthwhile part of my Master journey, complementing my previous studies 
with University of Leicester. The calm location of the university in the 
buzzling state Hong Kong is certainly an advantage to really learn a bit of 
Chinese culture while still being in a westernised metropole. 

2. What sort of learning experience has Lingnan o�ered to you? 
One huge advantage of my studies here is that many courses are taught by 

industry professionals, who are o�ering a study experience which is more than helpful for the start 
into work. The courses I chose were partly speci�ed to working in Hong Kong, partly prepared me for 
the CFA Level 2 exam and partly made very dry topics highly interesting and enjoyable. Thus I can 
absolutely recommend courses taught by any industrial professionals - they may be hard but they are 
absolutely worthwhile. 

3. Memorable Moments in Lingnan University (Study / extra-curricular activities etc)
Certainly the MIBF curriculum is not short of outstanding opportunities - be it some activities �tting 
to the festive calendar, such as a Chinese New Year Lunch bu�et, obviously subsidised by the program 
or my personal favourite, a study trip to another �nancial hot spot, where you are able to meet 
industry leaders. I will certainly not forget my time here and can absolutely recommend the studies 
with the MIBF programme - alone already for the opportunities o�ered to learn beyond the textbook.

Mr. Ruben Marc SCHWARZKOPF, 2017/18 Graduate
From University of Leicester

1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in Lingnan University?1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in Lingnan University?
Having chosen the MIBF programme based on previous experiences, it was a 
worthwhile part of my Master journey, complementing my previous studies 
with University of Leicester. The calm location of the university in the 
buzzling state Hong Kong is certainly an advantage to really learn a bit of 
Chinese culture while still being in a westernised metropole. 

2. What sort of learning experience has Lingnan o�ered to you? 
One huge advantage of my studies here is that many courses are taught by 

industry professionals, who are o�ering a study experience which is more than helpful for the start 

1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in Lingnan University?
The dual degree program at Lingnan University is not only a great 
opportunity to enhance the Master of Science in Real Estate at the Lucerne 
University of Applied Sciences and Arts but it is also a one-time chance to 
study and live in a vibrant city like Hong Kong. These two facts encouraged 
me to apply for this dual degree program.

2. What sort of learning experience has Lingnan o�ered to you? Please give 
speci�c examples.
Lingnan combines theoretical classes with practical group projects, what 
enables the students to interact with each-other. Furthermore, I like the 
approach of mid-term examinations because they ensure that you keep up 
with the material and do not fall behind.

3. Memorable Moments in  Lingnan University (Study / extra-curricular 
activities etc)

Two of my roommates and I participated in the name of Lingnan University at the well-known Hong 
Kong Cyclotron. At the assessment day, where we had to prove our cycling skills we were provided 
with decent road bikes and helmets. The day after - the racing day - we went highly motivated to the 
starting area at TST. We quickly realised that the road bikes from the day before were not distributed 
for the race. Instead we were provided with small one-size mountain bikes. Firstly, this fact hampered 
our ambitions. But soon we decided to make the best out of it. So, we started and tried as hard as we 
could. In the end it was a great experience to drive through HK within such a huge �eld of riders and 
we keep this event in good memory.

Mr. Timo HAENNI, 2018/19 Graduate
From Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts

1. Why did you choose to attend Master Programme in Lingnan University?
The dual degree program at Lingnan University is not only a great 
opportunity to enhance the Master of Science in Real Estate at the Lucerne 
University of Applied Sciences and Arts but it is also a one-time chance to 
study and live in a vibrant city like Hong Kong. These two facts encouraged 
me to apply for this dual degree program.

2. What sort of learning experience has Lingnan o�ered to you? Please give 
speci�c examples.
Lingnan combines theoretical classes with practical group projects, what Lingnan combines theoretical classes with practical group projects, what 
enables the students to interact with each-other. Furthermore, I like the 
approach of mid-term examinations because they ensure that you keep up 
with the material and do not fall behind.

3. Memorable Moments in  Lingnan University (Study / extra-curricular 
activities etc)

Two of my roommates and I participated in the name of Lingnan University at the well-known Hong 

2. What sort of learning experience has Lingnan o�ered to you? Please give 
speci�c examples.
Lingnan combines theoretical classes with practical group projects, what 
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*Lingnan students registered at ESSCA in the “Banking and Financial Engineering” track can 
choose an option linked to their major : Fintech-�nancial innovation /or Banking / or Financial 
Engineering.

Founded in 1909, ESSCA is a leading French graduate school of management. It o�ers highly 
reputed degree programs in both English and French at various locations in France (Angers, 
Paris), Hungary (Budapest) and China (Shanghai). Every year, of the more than 5,000 candidates 
who sit the entrance examination, 650 are accepted into �rst year.  The professional placement 
of graduates is very successful: 96% �nd employment less than four months after they complete 
their studies and 93% say they are satis�ed with their �rst position. 

ESSCA is one of the most prestigious post BAC business schools in France, ranked in the top 2 in 
a survey carried out by L’Etudiant magazine (2017). It is the number one post-secondary 
business school quoted by recruiters (“Nouvel Economiste” ranking).  ESSCA entered the 
prestigious FT Master in Management ranking in 2015. ESSCA has got the Triple Crown 
accreditation: AACSB – EQUIS – AMBA.

ESSCA currently has more than 20 double-degree programs with leading schools like Fudan 
University in China, Antwerp Management School in Belgium (ranked 40th in Europe by 
Financial Times in 2012), Hochschule Pforzheim in Germany (ranked 16th in Germany by 
Eduniversal in 2012) and National Sun Yat-sen University in Taiwan.  

Background of ESSCA

Inbound and outbound students

Programme Structure

Master of Science in 
International Banking and Finance (Lingnan) – 
Master in Corporate Finance / Financial 
Engineering (ESSCA)

Semester 1 Semester 2
Lingnan Paris

Corporate 
Cluster

Corporate 
Finance

International 
Cluster

Financial 
Markets

Investment 
Cluster

Quantitative Methods 
for Markets

Semester 3

Advanced Management 
Accounting
Advanced Corporate 
Finance
Internal Auditing and 
Risk Management

Investment Banking

International Finance

Advanced Corporate 
Finance

Financial 
Institution 
Cluster

Financial Information 
Systems

Quantitative 
Cluster

International Political 
Economy of Money 
and Finance

Project Financial 
Management

CFO’s Environment

Financial Engineering

Quantitative Finance

Semester 4
Applied Research 
Semester
4-month Internship

Master Thesis
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• Tuition will be charged according to the number of credits taken at Lingnan and ESSCA 
respectively.

    Lingnan:  HK$15,900 / 3 credits for non-local students (2019-20)
   HK$10,000 / 3 credits for local students (2019-20)
 ESSCA:   €11,135 (2019-20)

• Participating students should take care of their own travel expenses, and of their living 
expenses in the host country.

• Participating students must have the insurance coverage required by both institutions. 

Tuition fee

ESSCA website : http://www.essca.fr/

Prof Leonard K Cheng, President of Lingnan University and Prof Catherine LEBLANC, Director 
General of ESSCA

Information

Prof Leonard K Cheng, President of Lingnan University and Prof Catherine LEBLANC, Director 
General of ESSCA
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Master of Science in 
International Banking and Finance (Lingnan) –
Master of Research in Economic Analysis (UAB)

The Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) is a comprehensive, dynamic and modern public 
university founded in 1968. In the Times Higher Education World University Ranking 2015-2016, 
the UAB ranks 146th in the world and �rst in Spain. In the Top 50 under 50 Ranking, which 
classi�es the top 50 universities in the world with less than 50 years of history, the UAB ranks 
second in Europe.

Programme Structure (Subjects are grouped in modules)
The Master of Research in Economic Analysis has a two-year structure. The programme provides 
students with a solid grounding in Economics that emphasizes rigorous analytical thinking and 
advanced quantitative and computational methods. After completing the Master's program, 
some students apply for the PhD Program, which is the research stage of the IDEA doctoral 
program, while others take on careers in the private sector and governmental and 
non-governmental institutions.

Background of UAB

Inbound and outbound students

Programme Structure

Semester 1 Semester 2
UAB UAB

Optimization Econometrics I

Probability and
Statistics

Econometrics II

Game Theory Macroeconomics II

Semester 3 Semester 4
Lingnan

Corporate Cluster

International Cluster

Investment Cluster

UAB
(2 Elective Courses + Thesis)
Topics in Trade and
International and
Empirical Finance
Applied Public Economics

Money and Banking

Microeconomics I Microeconomics II

Macroeconomics Macroeconomics III

Financial Institution
Cluster
Quantitative Cluster

Macroeconometrics

Experimental Economics

Brush up Math
Course

Matlab Course

Introduction to
Matlab

Working with 
Big Data

Networks
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Tuition will be charged according to the number of credits taken at Lingnan and UAB 
respectively.

Tuition fee

UAB website : http://www.uab.cat

Prof Leonard K Cheng, President of Lingnan University and Prof Ferran Sahcho Pifarré, Rector of 
UAB

Information

Prof Leonard K Cheng, President of Lingnan University and Prof Ferran Sahcho Pifarré, Rector of 
UAB
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Master of Science in 
International Banking and Finance (Lingnan University) – 
MSc in Banking and International Finance / 
MSc. in Finance (University of Leicester)

Founded in 1921 as a memorial to the Great War, the University of Leicester has a proud history 
of ambitious projects that lead to amazing discoveries. As a leading UK university, it is 
committed to international excellence through the creation of world changing research and 
high quality, inspirational teaching. 

The University of Leicester School of Business is a vibrant, international and interdisciplinary 
community of over 150 academics. Building on over 90 years of experience in delivering 
business education, it is internationally renowned for its courses in accounting and �nance, 
management, marketing and economics, with a global alumni network of over 30,000. It is 
ranked 14th in the UK for research power re�ecting the pioneering work it conducts in 
partnership with leaders, managers and organizations to promote and strengthen responsible 
business practice.

Similarly, inbound students from Leicester �rst complete a full MSc. (in Finance or Banking and 
International Finance, normally within 12 months), and then continue to study at Lingnan for 
about 4 months. Leicester MSc. degree holders can receive a credit of up to 50% of the courses 
required for the completion of their MIBF degree at Lingnan.

Background of University of Leicester

• Successful completion of the 18-month programme enables students to be awarded 
with the following two MSc degrees:  

1.  MSc in International Banking and Finance (MIBF) from Lingnan University

2.  One of the following from University of Leicester:
 MSc. in Finance
 MSc. in Banking and International Finance 

• Outbound students from Lingnan

Programme Structure

complete a full MIBF degree
MIBF degree holders with an average 
grade of “B” or above could receive a 
credit of up to 40% of the taught 
courses required for the completion of 
their second MSc. at the University of 
Leicester.

at least 6 modules from the list of 
available modules (chosen to satisfy 
the requirements of the particular 
Leicester MSc. that they wish to 
graduate in)

MIBF, Lingnan (10 months) University of Leicester (8 months)

a 30-credit dissertation

management, marketing and economics, with a global alumni network of over 30,000. It is 
ranked 14th in the UK for research power re�ecting the pioneering work it conducts in 
partnership with leaders, managers and organizations to promote and strengthen responsible 

Similarly, inbound students from Leicester �rst complete a full MSc. (in Finance or Banking and 
International Finance, normally within 12 months), and then continue to study at Lingnan for 
about 4 months. Leicester MSc. degree holders can receive a credit of up to 50% of the courses 

• Successful completion of the 18-month programme enables students to be awarded 

1.  MSc in International Banking and Finance (MIBF) from Lingnan University

University of Leicester (8 months)
at least 6 modules from the list of 
available modules (chosen to satisfy 
the requirements of the particular 
Leicester MSc. that they wish to 
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Prof Joshua Mok Ka-ho, Vice-President of Lingnan University and Prof Paul Boyle, President and 
Vice-Chancellor of University of Leicester

• Inbound students from Leicester

Outbound from Lingnan: 100% fees of MIBF at Lingnan, followed by fees of the courses and 
thesis of the MSc. chosen at Leicester

Inbound from Leicester: 100% fees of the MSc. chosen at Leicester, followed by 50% fees of MIBF 
at Lingnan

Tuition Fee

University of Leicester website : 
http://www.le.ac.uk/
https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/business/study/postgraduate/dualmasters

Information

complete a full University of Leicester 
degree (in Finance /Banking and 
International Finance)

at least 4 courses
University of Leicester (12 months) MIBF, Lingnan (4 months)

Prof Joshua Mok Ka-ho, Vice-President of Lingnan University and Prof Paul Boyle, President and 
Vice-Chancellor of University of Leicester

http://www.le.ac.uk/
https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/business/study/postgraduate/dualmasters
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Master of Science in 
International Banking and Finance (Lingnan University) – 
Master of Science in Banking and Finance (HSLU-W)

The Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts – School of Business (HSLU-W) is 
the largest provider of taught-in-English master’s courses in Business in Switzerland. 
Swiss universities usually do not take part in ranking schemes. However, the Lucerne 
School of Business is undergoing AACSB accreditation. Its MSc. in Banking and Finance 
Programme is o�cially certi�ed by the Foundation for International Business 
Administration Accreditation (FIBAA) and the Swiss Center of Accreditation and Quality 
Assurance in Higher Education (OAQ).

Background of HSLU-W

• Outbound students from Lingnan
Outbound students from Lingnan �rst complete a semester at Lingnan University, and 
then continue to study at HSLU-W for 2 semesters to achieve the remaining credit points 
necessary for graduation. HSLU-W recognizes up to 12 credits of relevant MIBF courses.

All other credit-point, course-attendance and examination requirements will be made 
known to the students concerned in accordance with the relevant HSLU-W regulations.

Programme Structure

• IBF504
• IBF505
• IBF603
• IBF604
• IBF606
Could get a credit transfer of up to 
30 ECTS (=15 Lingnan credits) from 
the list above into HSLU-W degree.

Spring Semester 
(30 ECTS = 15 Lingnan credits) :
• Risk Management (6 ECTS)
• Investments (6 ECTS)
• Leadership + Ethics (3 ECTS)
• Practical Exercises in Research Methods (9 ECTS)
• Corporate Finance (6 ECTS)

Autumn Semester (36 ECTS):
• Alternative Investments (6 ECTS)
• Scientific Research (9 ECTS)
• Trends and Innovations in Banking (6 ECTS)
• Master’s Thesis (15 ECTS)

MIBF, Lingnan (1 semester) HSLU-W (2 semesters)
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• Inbound students from HSLU-W
Inbound HSLU-W students who have completed 2 semesters in their home country will 
have to complete one semester of full-time study at Lingnan to achieve the remaining 
credit points necessary for graduation.

All other credit-point, course-attendance and examination requirements will be made 
known to the students concerned in accordance with the relevant Lingnan University 
regulations.

For those inbound HSLU-W students who have completed a full MSc. in their home 
country Lingnan would recognize up to 5 courses, and the students would take at least 
5 MIBF courses at Lingnan.

Complete at least 2 semesters at 
HSLU-W

Could get a credit transfer of up to 
15 Lingnan credits (=30 ECTS) from 
the list below into Lingnan degree:
• Risk Management (6 ECTS)
• Investments (6 ECTS)
•         Financial         Environment          in  
   International Markets (9 ECTS)
• Digital Customer Management in  
   Banking (3 ECTS)
•        Derivatives        and        Structured  
   Products (3 ECTS)
• Scientific Research (9 ECTS)
• Leadership and Ethics (3 ECTS)
• Practical   Exercises   in   Research  
   Methods (9 ECTS)

Take the following courses

Could get a credit transfer 
of up to 30 ECTS (= 15 
Lingnan credits) from the 
list below into HSLU-W 
degree:
• IBF505
• IBF603
• IBF606
• IBF615
• IBF620

HSLU-W (2 semesters) MIBF, Lingnan (1 semester)
Complete 1 semesters at 
HSLU-W

• Corporate Finance (6 ECTS)
• Master’s Thesis (15 ECTS)

HSLU-W (1 semester)

Outbound from Lingnan: 100% fees of MIBF at Lingnan.

Inbound from HSLU-W: 100% fees of the MSc. In Banking and Finance at HSLU-W, plus 50% fees 
of MIBF at Lingnan. Special tuition waivers are available to quality inbound students.

Tuition Fee

HSLU-W website: https://www.hslu.ch/en/lucerne-school-of-business/

Information
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Programme Requirements

Applicants should possess a recognized good �rst degree in a relevant �eld, OR a recognized �rst 
degree plus relevant working experience, other acceptable and equivalent quali�cations will be 
considered on a case-by-case basis.

Applicants should have a minimum IELTS score of 6.5 or equivalent. Applicant may be invited to 
sit-in an interview for assessment of their English language ability.

Entry Requirements 

HK$110,000 for local students (2020/21)
HK$175,000 for non-local students (2020/21)

Tuition Fee 

This is a credit-based taught postgraduate programme. Students have to obtain a minimum of 30 credits, 
which consists of at least 1 course in each of the 5 core clusters (total 15 credits) and 15 credits of elective 
courses in order to graduate.

The normal duration for the programme is one year. Local students may also enroll on a part-time basis. 
Classes normally start in late August and ends in May. The maximum period is two years. Most classes are 
held on weekdays on Lingnan’s Tuen Mun campus.

Study Mode and Duration

• Progression requirement
1) CGPA 2.50 or above 
2) all other progression requirements speci�ed in Section 16 in the Regulations Governing  
 Taught Master’s Degree Programmes

• MIBF degree will be awarded if the student has:
1) obtained at least 30 credits 
2) completed all course requirements
3) a Cumulative grade point average (CGPA) of 2.67 or above 

• Academic probation 
Happens if the student’s CGPA is below 2.50 but he / she is given special consideration 

The studies of a student will be discontinued if:
1) he / she fails to ful�ll the progression requirement, or 
2) he / she has failed in more than 2 courses, or
3) he / she fails to ful�ll all requirements for graduation within the maximum study period (two  
 years for full-time students and 4 years for part-time students).

Progression and Graduation Requirements
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Application

• Progression requirement
1) CGPA 2.50 or above 
2) all other progression requirements speci�ed in Section 16 in the Regulations Governing  
 Taught Master’s Degree Programmes

• MIBF degree will be awarded if the student has:
1) obtained at least 30 credits 
2) completed all course requirements
3) a Cumulative grade point average (CGPA) of 2.67 or above 

• Academic probation 
Happens if the student’s CGPA is below 2.50 but he / she is given special consideration 

The studies of a student will be discontinued if:
1) he / she fails to ful�ll the progression requirement, or 
2) he / she has failed in more than 2 courses, or
3) he / she fails to ful�ll all requirements for graduation within the maximum study period (two  
 years for full-time students and 4 years for part-time students).

1 November 2019 – 30 April 2020
(Late application may be considered on a case-by-case basis)

Application period

HK$200 for local applicants
HK$450 for non-local applicants  

Application fee (non-refundable)

Please be noted that you can apply by either online or paper form, but not both methods. For 
those who have already handed in paper application, there is no need to apply online again.

Application method

Please send the following documents to: 
Master of Science in International Banking and Finance (MIBF) Programme, Department of 
Economics, Lingnan University, Room WYL301, Dorothy Y.L. Wong Building , 8 Castle Peak Road, Tuen 
Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong

• Application form 
• 2 confidential recommendation forms
• Cheque / bank draft for application fee (payable to “Lingnan University”)
• Copy of transcript
• Copy of international English test result (e.g. IELTS / TOEFL)
• Other supporting documents, if any

Application and con�dential recommendation forms are attached with this prospectus. You may 
also download them at http://www.ln.edu.hk/econ/mibf/Download.php

Paper form

• Online application system: http://www.ln.edu.hk/econ/mibf/ 
• ONLY visa or mastercard is accepted for the application fee payment
• An acknowledgement email with the application number will be sent to the applicant  
 shortly after the online payment is completed.  
• Con�dential Recommendation forms should be returned by the referees separately by  
 the application deadline
• Short-listed candidates may be required to attend an interview
• Applicants will normally receive their result within 1 month after end of application  
 period.

Online 
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MIBF Class 2019

MIBF Class 2018

MIBF Class 2017
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MIBF Program 
Department of Economics
Room WYL301, Dorothy Y.L. Wong Building 
Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong

(852) 2616 7638 / 2616 7167(852) 2616 7638 / 2616 7167

(852) 2265 7538(852) 2265 7538

mibf_admission@LN.edu.hkmibf_admission@LN.edu.hk

Sharping 
Your Future 

Together
與你一起
成就未來


